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Abstract: - This paper describes key concepts of composable FORCEnet, which is the US Navy's op-
erational construct architectural framework for naval warfare in the information age. It describes the
concepts and architecture, in several categories: 1) systems and general software engineering; 2) net-
works; 3) intelligent software; and 4) network security. The engineering approach to implement
FORCEnet is an example of rapid prototyping in which the requirements of the users reviewed peri-
odically and frequently with considerable user input. This method, which captures and implement
changes in user requirements, strongly supports the development of relevant and useful systems with
up-to-date technology that will be responsive to the users' rapidly changing needs.

Key-words: - FORCEnet, management of distributed computer resources, security, software engineer-
ing
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Fig. 1. FORCEnet: Integration of Naval assets via computer networks.
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1 Introduction Agile response is the essential. In contrast to

This work describes the key concepts of Com- the stand-alone architectures, a fluid, agile archi-
posable FORCEnet (CFn), which is the U.S. tecture must be transformed into whatever archi-

Navy's operational construct and architectural tecture is needed for the particular mission. The

framework for naval warfare in the information architecture must incorporate new technologies

age [1], [2]. The goal of FORCEnet is to inte- and systems. It must enable the operator or field
grate warriors, sensors, command and control, agent to see the "big" picture and to contribute

platforns, and weapons into a networked, dis- to it. The CFn architecture is designed to meet

tributed combat force [2], which is illustrated in these needs. The result is a revolution in both

Fig. 1. The central theme of information man- the sharing and the protection of information.

agement in future Naval and joint commands War fighters must have the capability to ob-

includes the development and implementation of tain the information they need when they need

a composable architecture based on FORCEnet it, to analyze and share that information with

concepts. Thus, the major contribution of FOR- various people across various systems, net-

CE-net is that war fighters in surface ships, works, and organizations. They must be able to

aircraft and submarines, as well as those on form new systems and teams from these compo-

shore-based stations no longer have to rely on nents to fight the battle of the moment. All of

only the sensor information available to them on the concepts discussed here support this most

in their local area. With FORCEnet, any infor- fundamental and highest-level concept. Cur-

mation at any site on the network can be made rently, the war fighter must expend valuable

available at the appropriate level of security. Of- time and effort to create this unified command-

ten this information is critical to decisions mak- and-control environment. War fighters carry

ing and has an enabling effect in reducing the information from one system or network to an-

uncertainty that is characteristic of the battle other and pass information through less-than-

space. ideal means, usually verbally, without shared

Therefore, an on-going evolution and im- views or interoperable systems. The information

plementation of the CFn concepts is part of the systems of the future must hold all components
process of continuous improvement of security together, freeing the war fighter to perform

and command centers. Each concept of CFn is higher-level functions, such as decision making.
included in one or more of the following four Composability provides this architecture.
concept categories: 1) systems and general soft- Spiral development is another important engi-

ware engineering; 2) networks; 3) intelligent neering concept. CFn represents an integration
software; and 4) security, which are covered in process that includes stages, such as knowledge
sections 2 through 5 respectively. Section 6 con- engineering, mock prototype development, us-

cludes the paper. ability testing, prototype development, data-
source wrapping, legacy-system integration, tai-

2 Engineering concepts lored-information views, and decision-supportTo illustrate the concepts of composable agents applied in a spiral-development process.
nluts formatn The integration process is designed to transfer

FORCE-net, Fig. 2 depicts how ithe CFn concepts and approach into an opera-
from multiple servers and sources is shared in a tional command.
modular environment that features "plug and -
play" software tools and services. The funda-
mental concept is "composability", i.e. to com-
pose the heterogeneous information, systems,
and people to meet the mission requirements of
the moment.
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Fig. 2. Virtual integration concept: application of composable FORCEnet [2] and
approach to integrate data sources, tools, acquisitions, legacy systems, open stan-
dards and warfare-center resources (WCR) from laboratories.

Knowledge engineering determines the roles Decentralization and distribution are key con-
and tasks of operators, as well as the information cepts to composable FORCEnet. The decentral-
flow. The knowledge engineering helps to de- ized approach is needed to support distributed
termine the data sources. The information can be components and scalability. A centralized, or
published automatically on an information grid, hub-and-spoke, approach works adequately for
with appropriate policies and safeguards. Deci- limited or specialized applications, but it fails
sion-support agents monitor and support the when the information is heterogeneous, volumi-
automatic insertion of content. The project team nous, and needed for an unlimited number of
connects these data sources, views, and agents perhaps unknown users and unknown applica-
with the architecture, and builds mock-ups and tions. Considerable difficulty is encountered in
prototype systems for testing. After the initial the following tasks: 1) Assemble all the needed
setup phase, the integration process spirals fre- information in one place. 2) Maintain the infor-
quently across these stages, and within these mation consistent with the original data source.
stages, to fill in all the components, train opera- 3) Avoid single points of failure, and 4) Add
tors, assist with the development of concept of new systems and databases. Soon, one begins to
operations, and hone the architecture to meet the create mirror sites, modularize and distribute the
needs of the command. In the end, challenging information, and adopt a decentralized approach.
concepts are brought to life quickly to achieve Organizations, people, information, systems,
dramatic impacts in an existing command. The operations, and threats are all distributed over as
CFn prototype and the resulting changes in op- many dimensions, e.g. various physical loca-
erations to improve efficiency of command are tions, time periods, systems, and networks. In-
readily apparent and measurable. formation systems of the future must interoper-

ate in a distributed manner. An underlying as-



sumption of this concept, as well as many others dards process should not be misunderstood to
described here, is that no single technology or force everyone to agree on everything and use
operational solution works for all users, all mis- all the same specifications because it would
sions, and all informational needs. Instead, the limit individual developments and improve-
"best" architecture is the most flexible architec- ments to the changes that could garner universal
ture because it allows for the incorporation of agreement. Instead, the goal of the standards
various, diverse technologies as they are devel- process is to provide generic representations of
oped. Part of the flexibility, is the capability to inputs and outputs, i.e. links, between diverse
integrate distributed components. The decentral- components. For example web standards include
ized, distributed approach offers more flexibility XML, HTML, and Web Map Server (WMS),
for architecture types, making the degree of cen- which defines a web-based format for accessing
tralization an optional variable, rather than a map images to be used by any diverse compo-
given, nent. Thus, the goal of the standards is to assist

Collaboration is an important component of diverse personnel and programs to interoperate,
successful operation of missions across diverse not to limit or constrict them.
organizations and specialized capabilities. One "Publish and subscribe" is a concept for dis-
of the important applications of several of the tributing one-to-many information, i.e. where
other concepts discussed here, e.g. distributed, one component has information that many cli-
net-centric, decentralized, is how they support ents want. This scheme arises often in informa-
and contribute to successful collaboration. tion systems, for example where a data source
Groups need not be collocated, huddled over a provides information such as tracks or security
single system monitor, to discuss the informa- reports that many other programs need. Publish-
tion presented. Now, over shared views through subscribe models can be quite flexible. For ex-
web-browsers anywhere in the world, from any ample, subscribers can find publishers easily,
media-wall to any desktop, users can share subscribers can come and go as needed, and cli-
common views and information. Intelligent ents can subscribe to only the portion of the in-
agents also share information and expertise. Col- formation they need, which is convenient and
laboration, for both people and agents is a fun- helps to control bandwidth requirements. The
damental concept underlying future information publish-subscribe architecture 1) provides loose
systems. coupling between information producers and

The "peer-to-peer" concept is the notion that consumers 2) efficiently includes new subscrib-
any component in the network can be linked to ers without changes to the architecture, and 3)
any other component on the network, without supports the concepts of modular, distributed,
having to go through a central server. Generally, composable components.
peer-to-peer architectures offer advantages in Data-source wrapping is the task of designing
scalability and robustness, because they don't an open standard, XML schema, definition of
rely on a central server. Peer-to-peer also has the XML tags and data types for a given data
advantages in flexibility, because two compo- source. Rather than the proprietary representa-
nents that are "smart" enough to interoperate can tion of data often used in legacy systems, the
do so, regardless of the capability, or lack of transformation project's approach begins by
capability, of the other components or servers. A wrapping data in a reusable and adaptable form.
peer-to-peer, loosely coupled architecture facili- Open standards enable future and currently un-
tates the implementation of new capabilities known systems to be interoperable.
quickly, without disturbing existing components Information pedigree is critically important to
and without the delay of modifying centralized assess information relevance, reliability, and
resources. credibility. Each user in the chain, from the

Open-web standards foster composability and originator to the final decision maker, must as-
interoperability. Although the standards repre- sess the confidence of the information. Decision
sent common agreement, the goal of the stan- makers must be able to have confidence in the



timeliness, accuracy, and implications of infor- matic monitoring and alerting allows fewer op-
mation. Data elements may be linked to some erators to do more with less.
originating information or they may be created An ontology is a set of defined terms repre-
based on the original information, thus form a senting objects or concepts in a domain, and
chain of dependence. A later reassessment that their relationships - a formal representation of
weakens or destroys the confidence in some par- knowledge. Gruber defines it as a "specification
ticular information may have ripple effects of a conceptualization" upon which every
throughout this chain. Data mark-up must incor- knowledge base, knowledge-based system, or
porate these metadata features. Agents that ana- knowledge-level agent is committed explicitly
lyze the information must use appropriate algo- or implicitly [4]. Ontologies can contain entities,
rithms to assess the confidence. Fuzzy-logic classes, and instances (the noun ontology) as
techniques may provide solutions for maintain- well as concepts that represent actions (the verb
ing the integrity of the confidence, thus avoiding ontology). In knowledge-based systems, an on-
hard-coded thresholds. tology specifies the entities that exist and the

truths that persist about them [5].
3 Intelligent Software Concepts The inference engine operates on the knowl-
Agent technology has been used in fleet experi- edge base and data sources to draw conclusions
mentation to acquire data, monitor information, about the state of the system. Ontologies and
assemble results, and alert operators [3]. Opera- inference engines are key concepts to enabling
tors in security centers need autonomous intelli- an information system of the future where intel-
gent agents that can subscribe to information ligent agents can assist human operators [5].
and be tailored to screen automatically for re- Whereas ontologies represent knowledge
ports that match specified patterns that indicate about persistent concepts, business logic is more
important activity. Such capability is vital to dynamic, incorporating rules that are valid only
allow the time to make relevant decisions. for a particular time, a particular area, or a par-
Agents also can apply rules, alert operators and ticular mission. Inference engines can process
collect filter, and assemble information auto- these rules against the current known facts and
matically. inferences drawn from the ontology to modify

The agents themselves interoperate in an en- the knowledge base or to take external actions.
vironment that is a model for composable con- The goal is to combine both the long-term and
cepts. Each agent is a distributed, autonomous short-term rules and inference engines to enable
program, loosely coupled to other agents via intelligent agents to monitor information and
publication and subscription of marked-up data recommend appropriate actions.
and a peer-to-peer text messaging system with The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is
directory services to find each other based on one of the most widely accepted and supported
attributes. The agent environment is scalable, open standards. XML and the associated XML
with multiple machines and distributed lookup Schema together represent a data format that
services participating. Software agents can pro- makes information reuse extremely efficient [6].
vide better support for dynamic logic and better XML enables information to be stored in a for-
protection for data, thus enabling the "informa- mat that is understood by developers world
tion-rights management" recommended as a ma- wide. It is supported by parsers, and various dis-
jor step forward for security and control of in- play and editing tools. New standards for mark
formation. up, such as Web Ontology Language (OWL),

Operators will want to query for information with even more power for representing meaning
any minute of the day and will not always have and relationships, are based on these original
every possible contingency in mind. An operator standards. The revolution in mark up is a driving
needs the capability to ask a question that can be force underlying the effort to allow people and
incorporated the agent's daily tasking. Auto- intelligent agents to read internet web pages.



4 Network Concepts military operations must be based on informa-
The goal of a "virtual" information grid is to tion, systems, and collaboration, using a network
enable all of the benefits of a "physical" infor- of distributed components. (See, for example
mation grid, without its limitations, i.e. that all [2]). This "network-centric" concept offers
users be physically co-located on the same net- many advantages. One of the most significant is
work using the same systems on the same cen- the ability to have "virtual" presence, where the
tralized server. Any user or program should be components can work together as though physi-
able to "plug into" the grid and have efficient, cally nearby, even when they may be widely
seamless access to any and all information distributed. Another significant advantage is the
needed to perform a mission. One should be able use of open standards developed for the Internet
to perform the following actions: 1) Find infor- for communications (e.g. TCP/IP), for informa-
mation producers. 2) Subscribe the information. tion presentation (e.g. HTML), and for image
3) Receive "marked up" information for reuse. formatting (e.g. jpg, gif), to name a few.
4) Produce and distribute information in a reus- These concepts described above can enable a
able format. 5) View, annotate, and use the in- "self-aware" network that can apply rules to in-
formation for collaboration, measuring confi- formation sources automatically without specific
dence and determining pedigree when needed. tasking by human operators. The concept of a
Many other concepts, such as data markup and network that runs automatically without waiting
network centricity, enable a scalable virtual in- for operator queries, is important for scalability
formation grid. because the number of operators is insufficient

To realize CFn, horizontal integration must be to scale to voluminous data sources. Such an
implemented across organizations and networks intelligent network also can increase the speed
operated at different security levels. The virtual of decision making by reducing the query-
information grid must support the seamless shar- response time. The network must have marked-
ing of information across organizations, depart- up data, ontologies, and rules with action agents
ments, public and private entities. This includes to facilitate the propagation of new information
users who support diverse domains, including and provide alerts and recommendations to deci-
research, development, experimentation, and sion makers. Operators should function at a
operations. Information must be shared auto- higher level using pedigree, confidence, and
matically and rapidly across traditional physical drill-down capabilities to analyze the informa-
and cultural barriers. Primary among these tradi- tion presented and make decisions.
tional barriers is the classification of entire net-
works. An organization may find itself on a dif- 5 Security Concepts
ferent network from that of its customers. The "need to share" information is emerging in

The users of the information grid will continue the security community as the new paradigm for
to have problems with bandwidth. The architec- information systems. This is a radical departure
ture must accommodate those with limited from the traditional security "need-to-know"
bandwidth. To help address these issues, a filter mind set. Today, operators receive few incen-
can significantly limit the amount of information tives encouraging them to share information.
transferred during a publish/subscribe event. They are encouraged to keep their information
Another way is to use intelligent agents is to secret and proprietary. Many penalties are asso-
monitor bandwidth traffic and tailor output ciated with improperly releasing information,
based on throughput. Agents can reduce band- but traditionally, few or no penalties have been
width requirements by sending only processed applied for withholding information. The les-
data over the network [3]. sons learned from recent tragedies include the

Network-centric warfare implies that web- identification of this cultural problem. The con-
based information valuable to the war fighter is cepts described in this section emphasize the
available from sensors and other sources that do need to share and yet provide better mecha-
not reside on a single ship or aircraft. Successful nisms, e.g. information rights management, than



those commonly practiced to protect information ditions are satisfied for those with sufficient
from inappropriate use. clearance and need to know, the data source

Strong data protection is another important se- could be revealed.
curity concept in composable FORCEnet. Per- With agents applying business logic to stan-
sonnel protect data in a combination of classi- dard data sources, lower classification reports
fled networks, classified symbols and annota- can be distributed automatically. Private infor-
tions using detailed and often confusing or con- mation, such as crew information on a high-
tradictory policies and procedures. A better ap- interest vessel, could be anonymized automati-
proach, providing both greater sharing and cally and thereby achieve the dual goal of
greater protection, is to mark up the data, pro- greater information sharing and greater protec-
vide a combined classification-security- tion of classified or private information. This
permission tagging of data elements, and to use concept could have an impact that is potentially
the approach of information-rights management revolutionary, where information critical to un-
to enforce the security requirements as data are covering a future terrorist plot, but that initially
distributed throughout the network. Information- appears quite private, could be collected, auto-
rights management is a practice based on the matically anonymized, and used in a terrorist
notion that the architecture could enforce the investigation. Only if enough connections are
security. made with this anonymous information, with a

Therefore, data could be distributed but with review by a third party for sufficient probable
restrictions, such as no printing, e-mailing, or cause, could the anonymity be broken.
copying. No automatic enforcement is inherent Authentication is the ability to confirm a
today among stand-alone systems and the reli- user's (or an agent's) identity. Auditing is the
ance is on humans to understand and enforce recording of actions taken by that user (or
complex security rules. When data are distrib- agent). Together, authentication and auditing
uted, no mechanism can provide automatic pro- allow an information system to determine the
tection against malicious, or innocent but inap- pedigree of information, to include who or what
propriate, redistribution of data. created and modified the information and how;

Anonymization is a key concept that helps to who used, processed, or annotated it; and who
lower the classification of otherwise classified distributed it to whom. Information may be used
data and to lower the privacy concerns associ- to take important actions with potentially grave
ated with personal data. Anonymization is consequences. Decision makers must understand
achieved when information is broken into two how the information that they use was compiled.
parts, for example classified vs. unclassified or For drill down and double checks, users at all
private vs. public data with the classified or pri- levels must know the pedigree.
vate portion made anonymous. For example,
often details about the data source raise the clas- 6 Conclusion
sification of a security report. In this case, the CF
data-source information would be extracted nrpeet h riuaino iindaomthe-secur itycreportand that information roadmap to the future. The concepts outlinedfrom the security report aabove explain an approach to incorporate new
would be made anonymous in the releasable technologies and support new operations.
version. Often, identifying information makes This will be accomplished through open
personal information private because the aggre-gate of these data can identify an individual standards, decentralized peer-to-peer architec-
uniquely. The identifying information can be ture, and through composing flexible, looselyextracted and the formerly private information coupled, and modular components. Using theCFn concepts and approach, organizations can
becomes anonymous. Thus, the information no work together to share and reuse information
longer presents the same level of privacy con- and systems, yet retain their capabilities without
cerns. The linkage to the original information is making rapid changes in their infrastructure.
maintained so that in the future, if the right con-
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